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Alan Bennett
Alan Bennett was born in 1934 in Leeds. He studied at Exeter College, Oxford, then 

after a period of National Service, became a lecturer for a short time at Oxford 
University. He co-wrote and starred in Beyond the Fringe (1963), a satirical review, 
along with Dudley Moore, Peter Cook and Jonathan Miller, at the Edinburgh Festival 
in 1960. Later the show travelled to the West End and to New York. After this, he 
started writing for the stage, and later, plays for television. To date he has been 
actor, director, broadcaster, and written for stage, television, radio and film. His 
work focuses on the everyday and the mundane; on people with typically British 
characteristics and obsessions.

His first stage play was Forty Years On (1969). Other well-known stage plays include 
Kafka's Dick (1987), The Wind In The Willows (1991), and The Madness of George III 
(1992).

His first work for television was a sketch show, On the Margin, and he also wrote the 
television series Fortunes of War. His first television play was A Day Out, followed by 
several more television plays, five for the BBC, published as Objects of Affection and 
Other Plays for TV (1982), and five for London Weekend Television, published as The 
Writer in Disguise (1985). His two series of monologues for television, Talking Heads I 
(1988) and Talking Heads 2 (1998), proved Bennett to be the master of television 
monologue, a genre he had first anticipated in A Woman Of No Importance (1982) – 
his first play starring a single actress.

Alan Bennett has also written for radio, including The Lady In The Van (1990), an 
autobiographical memoir of a deranged woman who parked her car in his garden and 
stayed for 15 years; and films, including A Private Function (1984), Parson's Pleasure, 
Prick Up Your Ears (1987), and The Madness of King George (1994), for which he was 
nominated for an Oscar for his screenplay adaptation.

Alan Bennett has won many prestigious awards for his writing. His prose collection 
Writing Home (1994), was followed by a sequel, Untold Stories (2005). The History 
Boys (2004), won the 2004 Evening Standard Award for Best Play of the Year and The 
Uncommon Reader (2007), is a novella in which the Queen develops a taste for 
reading.

His most recent play is The Habit of Art (2009).
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Posner
I am currently a Front of House Intern at the New Wolsey Theatre. I'm  very excited and 

privileged to be doing The History Boys as my first show with The Gallery Players. Especially to 
have the role of Posner, who has some beautifully written moments in the play, which I get to 
share with some inspirational actors. Posner has been a real challenge for me to find, but the 
mix of an amazing cast, creative team and the outstanding direction of Steve has really helped 
me find him. The play has some deep meaning to me, having had some truly influential 
teachers in my past and I wish I do them proud over the run. Thank you to everyone for your 
support and I hope you enjoy the journey as much as I get to! 

Dan Moore

Dakin
History boys is an excellent play, you've made a good choice in buying your ticket! The play is 

funny, touching and world-renowned. Dakin is an interesting character to play; he is someone 
who "dabbles in all departments", charming, a guy people what to be around, calculating and 
to a degree callous and out for all he can get. He manipulates and moves things in any direction 
me wants. 
The play revolves around education and the passing on of passion, amongst many other 

themes. Everyone can think of a teacher who has inspired or driven them and this play will give 
much food for thought. Hopefully you will come away with lots to think about! 

Liam Gregory

Rudge
I first came across the History Boys when I was at High School, we went to watch the original 

production in London as a school trip and I absolutely loved it.  The rehearsal process has been 
great fun and seeing everyone's characters develop over the last two months has been really 
interesting. I would say that getting into character as Rudge has been a challenge, however I 
am sure most people who know me will tell you otherwise! When I am not re-living my school 
days with this lot, I work at Ipswich Audi as a sales executive and rehearsals are always a good 
way to unwind at the end of the day. I hope you enjoy the show!

Tom Mayhew 

Mrs Lintott
I have loved playing Mrs Lintott. She is witty, pithy and a straight talker. Despite what the boys 

think, she has a huge heart. She is very protective of Hector and although she is as conventional 
a teacher as he is unconventional, they both have the boys' welfare at heart; Hector is all about 
the love of learning and she is about properly organised facts. Hector made them human. 
Lintott made them clever. 
 Rehearsals for History Boys have been a joy; we have laughed (a lot) and cried. The boys' 

energy is infectious and their talent unquestionable. I look forward to our History Boys' 
inevitable bright future.

Linda Wooldridge
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Hector
I was lucky enough to have seen the original production of The History Boys at the National 

Theatre in 2004, starring such - relatively unknown then – actors, as James Corden, Dominic 
Cooper and Russell Tovey. Plus, of course, the magnificence of the late Richard Griffiths and the 
always brilliant Frances de la Tour.
The play stuck with me, and naturally when I was asked to play the part of Hector, there was 

little or no hesitation. What a gem of a part. It has been a joy discovering Hector. 
Hector is an eccentric English teacher who is close to retirement (type cast!). The thing with 

Hector that I have discovered is that although his teaching methods don't follow the normal 
path, he still has a camaraderie with the boys that appears to go beyond the student/teacher 
relationship.
I have a certain empathy with Hector and feel that his methods of teaching are now a thing of 

the past as it now seems (to me) we are more concerned with results and league tables.
It has been a pleasure working with this very talented cast – with laughter and tears (for all the 

right reasons) along the way - and I hope you leave the theatre having had an enjoyable and 
thoughtful evening.

Phil Cory

Irwin
Irwin is really clever, meretricious, but clever. Although I do not wholeheartedly agree with his 

dispassionate approach to historical atrocities, I cannot help admiring his insistence that 
argument is more important than fact. How can there be any objective truth in the age of spin? 
History is, after all, historical and may be considered from a multitude of angles.
Playing Irwin has been a fascinating challenge. It has also been an absolute pleasure to work 

with a cast of so many talented, friendly and fun people and such a creative, devoted and 
dynamic team.     

Thomas Haigh

Scripps
I am currently studying for my A-Levels at Northgate High School. I'm so happy to be a part of 

the History Boys because after not having acted for a while, it's great to be involved in such a 
thought-provoking play with so many different issues and ideas. I think that my character, 
Scripps, is interesting because although he is blokey and up for a laugh, he is also very sensitive 
and perceptive, which is appropriate as he provides the musical accompaniment and narration 
for a lot of the play. I love his close relationship with Dakin as well because although they are 
polar opposites, this is what seems to drive their friendship and allows them not only to be 
really jokey with each other but also to bare their souls to each other. I don't know if I've ever 
had a teacher quite like Hector or Irwin, but Mrs. Lintott is definitely a character with aspects 
some of my teachers have had; the patience and devotion she shows her students is really 
endearing. I was really scared before rehearsals went underway but the cast are so warm and 
friendly, it made me feel so much at ease and each rehearsal is both rigorous and hilarious!         

Alex Arthur
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Crowther
I'm currently in my second year of 6th form studying Music, Drama & Business; I am hoping to 

go to University and pursue a career of Professional Acting in the near future.
I have really enjoyed Alan Bennett's 'History Boys' because it is a witty play that also manages 

to communicate the impact that others can have on your life; In this case Hector and his History 
Boys!

Darnell Blanc

Ahktar
 I am currently undertaking a creative media btec at Suffolk new college. Acting has always 

been a passion of mine and I found that in the history boys, I can relate to some experiences 
within the play as well as my character himself. The play is incredibly enjoyable to be a part of 
as I find it to be charming, funny and very moving. My character Akthar is very similar to me in 
that he is often very sarcastic, however I like that Akthar is always one to care for his friends. 
Over-all the rehearsals have been hard work and very fun as there is not a single person within 
the cast that is not themselves a wonderful person. Taking part in this play has been a 
wonderful experience in terms of taking part and has, in my opinion, improved my knowledge 
of various subjects whilst increasing my acting ability in itself.

Adam Earl

Headmaster
I was taught by a teacher like Hector at school in the 80's. Fortunately, there was no 

impropriety or inappropriate advances but instead a heartfelt passion that went beyond the 
educational treadmill. He focussed more on personal investment than quantifiable outcome. 
The History Boys raises frequently-asked questions about the purpose of education. 

Questions that are perhaps more poignant today than when it was written 10 years ago. 
Education, like History, has a tendency to repeat itself, to swing full circle, forever following or 
back-lashing trends and initiatives to the tune of political agenda. As a teacher myself amidst 
reforms and rationales, I try not to lose sight of what I feel is most important and for me the 
inherent message of the play – that, no matter how small or insignificant, knowledge is never a 
waste but a precious gift to be cherished, nurtured and always 'passed on'.
This has been my first role in a play in over 20 years. This project has been a wonderful 

experience, and I have thoroughly enjoyed working alongside such a talented troupe. I would 
like to thank all involved for their wit, warmth and creative wisdom.

Darren Beattie

Lockwood
I am 16 years old and currently studying for AS levels at Suffolk One. This is my first production 

with The Gallery Players and I have loved every moment of it. The play itself has become my 
favourite, with its fantastically written characters and dramatic ups and downs. I have 
thoroughly enjoyed playing the role of Lockwood, being somewhat experienced in the field of 
being a smart-arse; I hope you enjoy this gem of a play.

Sean Bennett
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Cast

The Boys
Akthar     Adam Earl

Crowther     Darnell Blanc
Dakin     Liam Gregory

Lockwood     Sean Bennett
Posner     Dan Moore

Rudge     Tom Mayhew
Scripps     Xander Arthur
Timms     Charlie Cocker

The Teachers
Headmaster     Darren Beattie

Hector     Phil Cory
Irwin     Thomas Haigh

Mrs Lintott     Linda Wooldridge
Fiona, Headmaster's Secretary     Laura Lucock, Emilia Pestryzyn
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The action of the play takes place in a Grammar School in the North, in the 1980's
There will an interval of twenty minutes during which refreshments are available.







Notes:-

I saw this play at The National Theatre when it premiered in 
2004 and fell in love with it because there is so much in it 
that resonated with me as it does with so many people on so 
many levels. We all have memories or a vision of our schooldays, we all have a teacher 
who may have inspired us or with whom we got on well, we all have a subject that we 
either loved or hated; some may even admit to having pleasure in learning.  We probably 
all remember our friendship group and those who were the outsiders who were often 
the butt of comments or exclusion.

I went to an all boys Grammar School in the Sixties in London. Having failed my eleven 
plus examination, I was accepted into Sir Walter St John's School, as it was known then, 
on what was called a Governor's place and I shall be forever grateful for the quirk of fate 
that took me there and introduced me to a world so different from the Council estate on 
which I grew up. There is much in The History Boys to which I can relate, the teachers and 
their different teaching styles, the pressure of needing to be accepted and measure up 
but also the thrill of experiencing some tremendous teaching and learning. It was 
undoubtedly what led me into a teaching career.

The themes of hope and failure play a large part in The History Boys. Whilst the boys 
seem to have everything to live for, the rest of their lives ahead of them, Hector and to a 
certain extent Mrs Lintott, are placed in stark contrast; theirs is a life of failed ambition. 
Even Posner, an exceptionally bright boy, who is awarded a scholarship, goes on to drop 
out of university, and has periodic breakdowns. He haunts the local library and keeps a 
scrapbook of the achievements of his one-time classmates. The theme of loneliness 
occurs frequently in Bennett's writing and is particularly apparent in his series of 
monologues Talking Heads. 

The former Director of the National Theatre, Richard Eyre, has described his writing as 
'all about unrealised hope and defeated expectations', it could be argued that just as 
Drummer Hodge reaches out and touches the hands and heart of Posner and Hector, in 
what is for me the most poignant moment of the play, so Bennett's character's feelings of 
isolation and loneliness touch his audience.

Bringing the play to the Sir John Mills Theatre has been a challenge but one that we have 
relished. We have had tremendous fun in rehearsal, a process which never ceases to 
fascinate me and there has been a wonderful atmosphere. I should like to thank my 
talented cast and crew for their commitment but 
particularly the Boys for the energy they have brought to 
the project.

Steve Wooldridge
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Making History 
Al Sentner talks about The History Boys
with Alan Bennett

The History Boys was voted as the nations' favourite play in a recent poll and it's not 
hard to find reasons for the play's universal appeal. Education and the relationship 
between pupil and teacher is something to which we can all relate as is the transfer of 
knowledge from adult to child.
 In the play, Bennett endows the Headmaster and the three members of the teaching 

staff with markedly different attitudes to education, its purpose and its character. In 
addition, the adult characters are matched by a winning collection of schoolboys on 
the cusp of adulthood, each blessed with varying degrees of knowledge about history, 
themselves and the world. Bennett is too nuanced and sceptical a writer simply to line 
up a selection of easy targets and then aim his comic firepower at them. But there's no 
doubt that in the play he takes a pop at spin doctors, revisionist media historians, 
facile judgements and an education system that seems to prefer climbing league 
tables to producing well-rounded individuals with an open mind and a questing 
intelligence. You sense that Bennett approves of Housman's remark that “All 
knowledge is precious whether or not it serves the slightest human use”, a philosophy 
embodied by Hector, the inspirational teacher at the heart of the play. 
The History Boys had been quietly maturing in Bennett's creative imagination for 

nearly 60 years, ever since 1951 when he and seven schoolfellows were directed by 
the ambitious headmaster of Leeds Modern to apply for Cambridge. Bennett would 
satisfy the head's aspirations by winning a place firstly at Sidney Sussex College, 
Cambridge and then at Exeter College, Oxford with National Service sandwiched 
between these twin achievements. He was thus brought into contact for the first time 
with the ex-Public Schoolboy, a breed he regarded with some distaste, but who talked 
about the eccentric maverick schoolmasters they had known at their ivy-covered 
Alma Maters. Perhaps it was not without a slight pang of envy that Bennett stored 
away this information and then used it to create the figure of Hector many years later.
‘When I was in New York with Beyond the Fringe in 1963, I started to write a play 

about school but it never came to anything,’ he explains. ‘I was never taught by 
anybody like Hector. In fact, my schooldays were rather dull and I have no feelings of 
nostalgia for them. Nor would I claim that my education either at Oxford or at Leeds 
Modern particularly prepared me for life. However, I was taught history in a 
straightforward, factual way, the method used by Mrs Lintott in the play. Then I had to 
school myself in the technique for passing exams which Irwin exemplifies in the play, 
which I'd argue is more a flashy type of journalism rather than a true understanding of 
the subject. I've written that The History Boys is both a confession and an expiation for 
what I feel was cheating. In effect, it was a confidence trick.
I devised a strategy for passing exams in order to get into Oxford in the first place and 

then I did exactly the same in order to get a first.’
(...... continued over)
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(.... Making History continued)
But it would be a mistake to interpret The History Boys as Bennett pitting the loveably 

eccentric Hector against the forces of darkness, represented by Irwin and the 
Headmaster, in the struggle for the minds - and the hearts - of the eight Oxbridge 
candidates in the play. He argues that there is a good deal to be said in favour of 
Hector's idiosyncratic teaching methods while acknowledging their inherent 
disadvantages. ‘On the one hand, I certainly don't believe that pupils should be tested 
at every turn and that schools should be so preoccupied with meeting targets. In my 
view, teachers should be given much greater status and I agree with Hector that there 
are valuable things in education that are not quantifiable. In schools, there should 
always be room for the genius of the individual.’ At the same time, Bennett recognises 
that in practice most parents would prefer their offspring to be educated by a more 
orthodox figure than Hector, who has such a lofty disdain for the sitting and the 
passing of exams. Yet when these same parents are gathered together in an 
auditorium and they are drawn into a performance of The History Boys, their opinions, 
Bennett maintains, undergo something of a change. “The audience is on Hector's 
side,” he says. “It's partly because they look back nostalgically to their own schooldays 
and they imagine that they too had a teacher such as Hector who taught them poetry 
by heart. I suppose that the best solution would be a teacher who was a mixture of 
Hector and Irwin and when I first started to work on the play, they were indeed the 
same character. I think I'm probably trying to reconcile the incompatible but this is 
surely one of the functions of drama - to bring opposites together. You can often 
resolve things by writing a play about them.”
It is a measure of Bennett's skill in the building of the character of Hector that the less 

attractive aspects of the charismatic teacher are somehow forgiven by an audience. “I 
thought that this was the right way to imagine Hector,” he reveals. “It is the magic of 
the theatre that an audience who would be expected to disapprove strongly of 
Hector's behaviour in real life can be made to sympathise with his situation. It is 
almost as if they have left their prejudices in the foyer. A lot of audience reaction to any 
play comes as a surprise and it often takes the actors to show you what you've written. 
For example, neither Hector nor Posner, the gay History Boy, comes to a happy ending. 
Somebody commented that I was therefore punishing them for their sexuality. But 
such a thought had never entered my head. I'd like to have punished Dakin, though, 
had it been possible.” While canny enough to present an audience with a character as 
appealing as Hector, Bennett does not necessarily agree with the idealisation of his 
teaching methods nor with the commonly-held perception that educational 
standards in this country have gone into serious decline.
“There is a good deal of sentimental attachment to the kind of education which 

Hector provides and the belief that such an approach is buried in the past. I don't 
altogether subscribe to that view. Pupils today still learn stuff by heart but they learn 
different things from the subjects we were taught. For instance, I was very encouraged 
by the response of the children when I went to visit a school in Hyde Park, one of the 
poorer areas of Leeds. For instance, the girls asked a lot of questions whereas the boys 
waited to speak up until the end of the session because they were more concerned by 
the type of figure they'd cut in front of the rest of the class.         (...... continued)



Performance Permissions

Epitaphs of War 1914-1918:Common Form - Rudyard Kipling, by permission of A.P. Watt Ltd on behalf of The National Trust. 

Loveliest of Trees, the Cherry Now and On Wenlock Edge The Woods's in Trouble - A.E.Housman, by permission of the 

Society of Authors as the literary representative of the estate of A.E. Housman. MCMXIV - Philip Larkin, by permission of Faber 

Faber Ltd. Mr Eliot's Sunday Morning Service - T S Eliot, by permission of Faber Faber Ltd. Musée des Beaux Arts - W.H. 

Auden, by permission of Curtis Brown Ltd. © 1939 by W.H Auden, all rights reserved. Lullaby - W.H. Auden, by permission of 

Curtis Brown Ltd. © 1939 by W.H Auden all rights reserved. Voices Against England in The Night - Stevie Smith, by permission 

of the estate of James MacGibbon. Brief Encounter by permission of Carlton International. The Seventh Veil - copyright owner 

unknown. Now Voyager - copyright owner unknown

Music Permissions

L'Accordéoniste - Michael Elmer (Warner Chappell Ltd.) La Vie en Rose sung by  Edith Piaf. Bewitched, Bothered and 

Bewildered by Rodgers and Hart (Warner Chappell and R&H Theatricals). Sing As We Go sung by Gracie Fields by Parr 

Davies (Warner Chappell Music). Wish Me Luck As You Wave Me Goodbye sung by Gracie Fields by Parr Davies (Warner 

Chappell Music). It Can't Be Wrong by Max Steiner (Warner Chappell Music). Piano Concerto No 2 by Sergei Rachmaninov.

(.... Making History continued) 
They were still very eager, however, precisely because 

they had a teacher who was very passionate and 
enthusiastic about the subject.”
At the same time, Bennett has trenchant views on the social composition of Oxbridge 

graduates and on the theme of educational provision in general. 
“My parents believed in the value of education as a means of getting on, of improving 

yourself. They didn't want either my brother or myself to follow our father into the 
butchery trade. I believe that there should not be two types of education - one 
provided by the state and the other by the private sector. When I was at Oxford, it was 
assumed that the number of people from states schools would gradually come to 
equal the intake from public schools. However, there are many more state schools 
than there are public schools so proportionately there should be more state schools 
than public schools represented in Oxbridge. But, if anything, the trend has reversed. It 
is wrong and it is wrong because it is unfair.”
Much of the fun of The History Boys in performance is generated by the various re-

enactments of scenes from classic weepies such as 'Now, Voyager' (1942) and 'Brief 
Encounter' (1945). Hector is unlikely to be so well informed about the icons of 
today's popular culture, although Bennett shows an unexpected familiarity with 
some of them.
“I'm not fond of The X Factor and I was a bit shocked by the level of interest in the 

programme at the National while we were rehearsing The Habit of Art. But I am very 
partial to Come Dine With Me, especially when people try to cook enormously 
complicated and ambitious meals with very little knowledge of what to do. It's 
fascinating.”
If we may continue the culinary theme, perhaps Bennett should consider an 

appearance on Celebrity Master Chef. He is, after all, a past master at assembling 
the ingredients for a profound comedy that is both deeply serious and wonderfully 
funny. Even after ten years, The History Boys remains a feast that has lost none of its 
unique flavour.
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Gallery Players were formed in 1985 by Pat Taplin to produce rarely 
performed plays and musicals that larger companies would find 
uneconomic or which only use a few actors. The company quickly 
established a reputation for quality and excellence. Our aims are broadly 
speaking:

To exploit a niche for staging productions that are progressive and 
exciting in both content and execution.

To embrace both new and established works. 

To act as vehicle for engaging new talent as well as established 
members.

To foster a group of actors and technicians that are truly a 
community.

To foster links with schools and colleges.

We generally stage three productions a year.

Performing lesser known shows is always difficult, particularly when it 
comes to building an audience and balancing the books, but by sticking 
to our aims we have grown an audience, that, hopefully, trust us to 
produce interesting work.

Although we have a strong pool of performers new blood and talent is 
always welcome as are people who want to work on the technical side. 

The company is run by a small steering group: Dave Borthwick, Helen 
Clarke, Richard Healey, Steve Taplin and  Steve Wooldridge .

We encourage other directors to take the reins of their own pet 
projects, allowing them to cast freely and create individual shows with 
the backing of our excellent technical and production crew. Our only 
insistence is that the final show should entertain and stimulate our 
discerning audience and should exude that sense of professionalism 
we strive for.

Gallery have won several awards including the NODA Eastern Area 
Shield for Best Production with ‘Carnival’ & ‘Putting it Together’ and the 
Councillors Cup for ‘The Bakers Wife’ and ‘Kiss Me Like You Mean It’.

Please visit our website at www.galleryplayers.co.uk for details of all 
our shows past and future. Please sign up with your email address if you 
would like us to keep you informed of what we are doing and receive our 
‘newsletters’ which will give details of any workshops/auditions we may 
be holding.

Our Motto is ‘Making Theatre Exciting’ which we like to think we do, 
most of the time!

  

www.galleryplayers.co.uk



 1985 Cowardy Custard, 1986 Happy as a Sandbag, 1987 Sail Away, 1988 Something’s Afoot, 1989 
Company, 1990 The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas, 1991 The Hired Man, 1992 Snoopy - The 
Musical, A Little Night Music, 1993 Stepping Out, Cabaret, 1994 Assassins, The Ghost Train, Into 
the Woods, Hobson’s Choice, 1995 Man of La Mancha, Steel Magnolia’s, City of Angels, Scent of 
Flowers, 1996 Little Shop of Horrors, The Most Happy Fella, Blue Remembered Hills, 1997 Dancing 
at Lughnasa, Pacific Overtures, Chicago, Hard Times, 1998 The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui, 
Sweeney Todd (The Demon Barber of Fleet Street), Shadowlands, Something’s Afoot, 1999 
Carnival, Trip to Bountiful, The Boys From Syracuse, Tons of Money, 2000 On Golden Pond, The 
Bakers Wife, Kiss of the Spiderwoman, A Slice of Saturday Night, One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s 
Nest, 2001 Mrs Warren’s Profession, A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum, Billy, 
Breezeblock Park, 2002 The Memory of Water, Flora The Red Menace, A Slice of Saturday Night, 
Radio Times, 2003 Kiss Me Like You Mean It, Days of Hope, Honk!, And A Nightingale Sang, 2004 
Bouncers, Merrily We Roll Along, Talking Heads, You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown, 2005 
Kindertransport, She Loves Me, A Night At The Dogs, 2006 Amy's View, Passion, With Love, Colder 
Than Here, 2007 This Happy Breed, Grand Hotel, You Want Chilli Sauce With That & Marry Me A 
Little, The Sunshine Boys, 2008 Oh Kay!, Spend Spend Spend, To Kill A Mockingbird, 2009 The Long 
Road, Follies, Flare Path, 2010 Ordinary Days, Rent, Spring & Port Wine, 2011 My Mother Said I 
Never Should, Our House, Heroes,  2012 Putting it Together, Love Story, Be My Baby, 2013 A Man 
of No Importance, Into the Woods, The Importance of Being Earnest, 2014 Oh, What a Lovely 
War!, Galileo, The History Boys

Forthcoming:-
1st - 11th April 2015, A Day in the Death of Joe Egg - Sir John Mills Theatre
Summer 2015, Hairspray - The New Wolsey Theatre.

 (Find more details within this programme or online at:
www.galleryplayers.co.uk)

Past Shows:-

Honorary Friends
Gary Avis, Margaret Haddock & Michael Morton

If you would like to help us to continue to present our shows to a high standard and, just as importantly, 
help to raise money to help others, perhaps you would like to become a ‘Friend of the Gallery Players’?
You will receive advance information and discount booking forms for all our productions & 
newsletters.
To become a 'Friend', or for any information on other forms of sponsorship or advertising please 
contact Steve Taplin on 07941 360786 or email stevet@galleryplayers.co.uk

Friends of Gallery Players - 2014

Jane Bolton Pam Curtis Mr & Mrs Holder
Margaret Morphew Peggy Osbourne Dennis Pennock
Mr & Mrs Quelch Roy & Ally Riley Eric & Wilma Smart
Pam White John Whitear



for further details on both future productions
check our website www.galleryplayers.co.uk

and sign up for our email notifications

FORTHCOMING
PRODUCTIONS
FOR 2015

FORTHCOMING
PRODUCTIONS
FOR 2015

Summer

2015
Casting workshops planned for 6th,10th & 12th November
Sign up and see more details at www.galleryplayers.co.uk

1st to 11th

April
2015

Sir John Mills
THEATRE
IPSWICH

A Day in the Death of Joe Egg by Peter 
Nichols is one of the great plays of 
modern British theatre. 

A fast-paced black comedy - highly 
theatr ica l ,  f requent ly  heart -
wrenching and often very funny -it 
blazes with the anger and pain of a 
young couple raising a disabled child. 

Listed by the National Theatre as one 
of the 100 seminal plays of the 20th 

century, A Day in the Death of Joe Egg had an extraordinary impact with both critics 
and audience from the moment it was first produced at the Citizen's Theatre, 
Glasgow, in 1967. It went on to win numerous nominations and awards in London 
and on Broadway. 

It is run through with both blisteringly dark humour and searing honesty, rooted as 
it is in Nichols' experience of raising a disabled child of his own. Through encounters 
with doctors, vicars, well-meaning friends and family, we are drawn into Bri and 
Sheila's life, from their everyday triumphs and frustrations to their ultimate 
confrontation of the darker questions which shadow them.

‘making
theatre

exciting’


